1937 dodge pickup truck
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Alert? By the This Dodge Sedan is the right place to start when comes to a street machine build.
After all, It's obvious this Dodge Pickup Restomod is a custom machine from the first moment
you see it's Older nice paint, manual transmission, inline 6, runs really well, 4 extra Satin black
paint. All graphics are hand paint It has a recently rebuilt Chevy V8 engine in it coupled to a
turbo IT IS Recently undergone complete off-frame restoration. Crager wheels. Refine Search?
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This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat
and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
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recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. According to Jack
White, he and his wife Helen weren't actively pursing a project, but were always on the lookout
for the right truck. It wasn't on display, but sitting back by the service bay. After a few
questions, Jack determined that the truck belonged to the shop owner at the dealership, who
had owned it since high school. It had seen time as a parts truck before the start of an
unfinished rebuild. Before long, the Whites who hadn't planned on buying and the owner who
hadn't planned on selling struck a dealâ€”and the Dodge was on a trailer heading for California.
Cotati is not only one of the prominent rod shops in the country, it is located in Santa Rosa, not
far from the Whites. The first step of the project was to redo the suspension. The plan to rebuild
the 'rails quickly expanded into a new Art Morrison chassis featuring a 2x4x6 frame reinforced
by tubular X-members. Cotati Speed Shop fabricated custom mounts for the cab, bed, and
running boards. The suspension includes a sway bar in front and Art Morrison parallel four-link
and Panhard bar in the rear. Strange single adjustable coilovers all around. Wilwood Dynalite
inch disc brakes in front and Ford inch "police special" drums in the rear, using a GM
Corvette-style master cylinder and Wilwood proportioning valve. A stainless gas tank from
Rick's Tanks in El Paso was built-to-fit for the new frame. This Dodge gets its power from a
Chevy, but it's no generic small-block. Smeding Performance built the with Edelbrock aluminum
heads, hypereutectic 8. The induction combo includes a Holley four-barrel on an Edelbrock
manifold. Billet Specialties provided the valve covers, air cleaner, and Tru-Trac drive assembly.
Sanderson headers run into Flowmaster U-fit pipes and mufflers. Zane Cullen's approach to
exterior modifications was "understated," as Jack put it. The beautiful deco lines of the ''38
Dodges don't need much help, so most of the the sheetmetal mods were limited to tightening up
the gaps and cleaning up the surfaces. The ram ornament and crank hole were removed from
the reshaped grille, and the stock hood was replaced with a custom three-piece version built by

Jack Hashman Jr. The factory louver sections were added on the hood sides. King Bee style
headlights were relocated on the fenders; the taillights were replaced with ''48 Chevy taillights.
Both bumpers were eliminated. Swan neck mirrors on both sides fit perfectly with the curving
lines of the body. Those sweeping fenders were wasted sitting high up over stock skinny tires.
They look a whole lot better filled with a stouter tire and wheel combo, in this case and series
Toyos Proxes 4 high-performance tires on 17x7 and 16x7 Budnik X Series Sweeper rims. Jack
and Helen spent a lot of time trying to find the right color. The one they chose was Crystal Red,
a contemporary Cadillac color. The body color carries over to the cab, where it is complemented
by "tobacco" tone leather on the modified Glide bench seat and the door panels, and on the
piping on the German square weave carpet. Minaglia's Auto Upholstery in Healdsburg,
California, created the upholstery, and added some beautiful stitching throughout. The factory
dash was smoothed, but otherwise unchanged, including the center Dodge emblem. Dakota
Digital instruments were installed in the original configuration on both sides of the emblem.
Vintage Air rotary knobs were installed to control the air conditioning and heat. The Budnik
Sweeper steering wheel sits on a Flaming River column-shift tilt column. The Whites are very
happy with how Zane Cullen and the Cotati staff brought out the best qualities of the Dodge.
Cotati Speed Shop finished the project in September. It was in the photo studio less than one
month later. You're looking at a very fresh truck. All that's left, Jack says, is to take the Dodge to
shows when he can, and "drive the wheels off it," the rest of the time. He's been driving it
around town mostly miles so far , but the trips are starting to get longer and longer. Close Ad.
Tim Bernsau writer Mike Chase photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Post Ad
Log In. Price Set. Top Sites auta. Offered 13 Wanted. Create Alert. By the s the Dodge Brothers
brand was a division of Chrysler, offering high value packaging with modern engineering. This
37 2 door sedan is a tasteful street rod with loads of pizazz. The first thing that catches your eye
is the Flip Flop Root Beer metallic paint. The stance of the car is long and lo Gateway Classic
Cars of Tampa is proud to offer this rare Dodge D5, technically known as a Convertible Coupe,
with fixed windshield, roll up windows in the doors and a rumble seat instead of a trunk. With
the inch chassis, 3, pounds, long hood, ample cockpit and subtly curving rear body line the
proportions are sleek, long and low. The body is basically stock incorporating the 30's All steel
body with full hood plus custom nose cone for engine display. Front suspension adjustable
torsion bar with disc brakes. Super clean New Interior. Drive well. Original Steel. Call Terry
Gateway Classic Cars of Scottsdale is thrilled to offer this sensational Dodge 5 Window Coupe
for sale on consignment at our Arizona showroom, located in North Phnix. When was the last
time you saw a '37 Dodge at all let alone a stunning rotisserie build like this one?! Painted in a
high-quality House of Kolors Raspberry 2 Pearl", this 5-Window Coupe steals the show the
minute it pulls up There is only 1, miles on the motor and transmission, total mileage on vehicle
is unknow Very original Dodge D5, 6 cyl, manual 3spd, 26 year old restoration, 3rd owner last 22
years driving average 1, miles per year, hwy, parades, car shows. Drives good, looks good, has
some wear, a few scratches, reflected in price. Garaged 18 of the 22 years. Fun car.. All steel
solid car. Airport Ford has been family owned and operated since We emphasize the best price,
best selection and the best location! All warranted used vehicles pass a point inspection! With
roots going back to approximately , Detroit Electric is one of the longest surviving car
companies dedicated to purely electric power. Before adopting the name Detroit Electric, the
company was known as the Anderson Carriage Company, and they were among the earliest
champions of battery power for their line of lightweight city cars. Detroit Electric enjoyed strong
sales throughout the Do a quick Google Image search for the terms "hot rod" and "street rod"
and you'll see two predominant patterns: a whole lot of kits and a whole lot of fiberglass. While
it's hard not to love a good custom, authenticity certainly stands between some enthusiasts and
the world of 'glass. And, even if you have embraced the latest trends, it's always cool to see a
tastefully traditional ride that's These older Plymouth trucks are getting harder and harder to
find, especially in this type of shape. Sprayed in green with black fenders, the exterior slides
inside to a very clean grey cloth interior with new carpeting and new door panels. Powered by a
Dodge Dakota Drive-train, a 3. Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites
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Wanted. Create Alert. By the s the Dodge Brothers brand was a division of Chrysler, offering
high value packaging with modern engineering. This 37 2 door sedan is a tasteful street rod with
loads of pizazz. The first thing that catches your eye is the Flip Flop Root Beer metallic paint.
The stance of the car is long and lo Gateway Classic Cars of Tampa is proud to offer this rare
Dodge D5, technically known as a Convertible Coupe, with fixed windshield, roll up windows in
the doors and a rumble seat instead of a trunk. With the inch chassis, 3, pounds, long hood,
ample cockpit and subtly curving rear body line the proportions are sleek, long and low. The
body is basically stock incorporating the 30's All steel body with full hood plus custom nose

cone for engine display. Front suspension adjustable torsion bar with disc brakes. Super clean
New Interior. Drive well. Original Steel. Call Terry Gateway Classic Cars of Scottsdale is thrilled
to offer this sensational Dodge 5 Window Coupe for sale on consignment at our Arizona
showroom, located in North Phnix. When was the last time you saw a '37 Dodge at all let alone a
stunning rotisserie build like this one?! Painted in a high-quality House of Kolors Raspberry 2
Pearl", this 5-Window Coupe steals the show the minute it pulls up There is only 1, miles on the
motor and transmission, total mileage on vehicle is unknow Original door off of a 37 Plymouth
2dr sdn. This door still fits the body nicely and it is not bent up. It has some rust just starting to
come through the bottom skin that will need repaired, but it still isn't too bad for its age. This
auction is for the bare door shell only, no other parts are included. Hard to find, original door
selling as is. See my other auctions under User ID cse25thta S Original L frt door off of a 37
Plymouth 4dr. This door has dings and dents, but no serious damage. The bottom of the door is
still intact and I don't see any serious rust issues. This auction is for the bare door shell only.
See my other auctions under User ID cse25thta See my other auctions for more old parts. I
cannot discuss parts that are not list Very original Dodge D5, 6 cyl, manual 3spd, 26 year old
restoration, 3rd owner last 22 years driving average 1, miles per year, hwy, parades, car shows.
Drives good, looks good, has some wear, a few scratches, reflected in price. Garaged 18 of the
22 years. Fun car.. All steel solid car. Believe this pair of rear quarter window assemblies to be
to Chrysler, possibly coupe or other 2-door but just not sure. Notice 5th thru 7th pictures show
one of this pair compared and over top of Dodge 4-door sedan rear quarter windows. These
have slightly smaller profile and less Original left door off of a 37 Plymouth 4dr. This door has
typical dings and dents, but no serious damage and it does look good and solid. I cannot
discuss parts that are not listed on e-bay on an e-bay e-mail. Requests for other parts that are
sent on an e-bay e-ma Up for bid is a Pair of 5" Unity F-1 fog lights with mounting brackets.
They are 12 volt. I have replaced the wires so they are working lights. Find out why we have the
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We emphasize the best price, best selection and the best location! All warranted used vehicles
pass a point inspection! Cobwebs and dust included. With roots going back to approximately ,
Detroit Electric is one of the longest surviving car companies dedicated to purely electric
power. Before adopting the name Detroit Electric, the company was known as the Anderson
Carriage Company, and they were among the earliest champions of battery power for their line
of lightweight city cars. Detroit Electric enjoyed strong sales throughout the Do a quick Google
Image search for the terms "hot rod" and "street rod" and you'll see two predominant patterns:
a whole lot of kits and a whole lot of fiberglass. While it's hard not to love a good custom,
authenticity certainly stands between some enthusiasts and the world of 'glass. And, even if
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, power 4 wheel disk brakes, power steering This is a super project truck with a straight 6 and
manual transmission. Now for sale in our Houston Showroom is this very beautiful Ford Pickup.
This truck is absolutely one that is a head turner, no matter where you choose to take it. This
truck has had the engine swapped out for a solid CID Just a super well-built, award winning
Chevy pickup that has been totally customized and done right. Complete build book and
receipts go with the truck. With a inline flat head 6. Has a lh fender mounted spare tire. No hub
caps and after market rear bumper, as that was an option in Has a 3 speed manual transmission
mounted shifter on the floor.. No hub caps and after market rear bumper as that was an option
in Project ready to restore. Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Sort by
Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Greene, IA. Mundelein, IL. Make
offer. Gray Court SC. Downers Grove, IL. Cadillac, MI.

